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Conflict Update # 46 

May 1st, 2022 

Conflict Assessment 

Key Takeaways 

Russian occupying forces are setting 

conditions to allow Russia to 

permanently govern occupied areas in 

southern Ukraine, not just in Donbas. 

Ukrainian forces likely conducted a 

rocket artillery strike on a Russian 

command post in Izyum on April 30 that 

struck after Russian Chief of Staff Valery 

Gerasimov had left but killed other 

senior Russian officers. 

Russian forces continue to make 

incremental advances moving 

southwestward in the direction of 

Lyman but are largely stalled against 

Ukrainian positions on the pre-February 

24 frontline. 

Russian forces continued re-
grouping and reconnaissance on the 
Southern Axis and did not make any 
confirmed advances.  

Subordinate Main Effort—Mariupol 
- No significant kinetic activity was 
reported in Mariupol. The Ukrainian 
Mariupol City Council stated that 
civilians in Azovstal began to evacuate 
to Zaporizhzhia. 

Subordinate Main Effort—Donetsk 
and Luhansk Oblasts - Russian forces 
continued to conduct unsuccessful 
ground assaults along the Donetsk-
Luhansk frontline and did not make any 
substantial territorial gains today and 
they continued to focus efforts on completing the seizures of Rubizhne and Popasna with ground assaults supported by 
artillery. Ukrainian General Staff stated that Russian forces are blocking Ukrainian positions in the vicinity of Rubizhne 
and Popasna to prevent Ukrainian forces from maneuvering, they also reported that Russian forces made limited 
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advances in the direction of Lyman via Krymky and Oleksandrivka and attempted to advance toward Kurakhove via 
Olenivka and Novomykhailvka. 

Supporting Effort #1—Kharkiv and Izyum - Ukrainian forces likely conducted rocket artillery strikes against a 
command post of the Russian Airborne Forces (VDV) and 2nd Combined Arms Army in Izyum on April 30. Advisor to the 
Head of the Ukrainian President’s Office Oleksiy 
Arestovych claimed that the strike may have killed Major 
General Andrei Simonov, chief of staff of the VDV, and 
other Russian officials. 

 A senior US defense official reported that Chief of the 
Russian General Staff Army General Valery Gerasimov was 
present at the headquarters in Izyum but had departed to 
Russia before the strike. Gerasimov may have been 
conducting a battlefield circulation (BFC) to evaluate the 
state of the Russian offensive in the Izyum direction. He 
may have been trying to establish why the Russian 
offensive has largely stalled out on the Izyum axis and 
whether it is worth continuing to invest in strengthening 
their offensive grouping in that area instead of switching 
the operational focus to the Lyman axis of advance in 
Donetsk, where Russian troops are having more relative 
success, or other areas.  

Supporting Effort #2—Southern Axis - Russian forces 
continued regrouping and reconnoitering on the Southern 
Axis and did not make any confirmed advances today. 
Ukrainian General Staff reported that Russian forces are 
attempting to set conditions to mount an offensive in the 
directions of Mykolaiv and Kryvyi Rih, although ISW 
cannot independently confirm this forecast at this time. A 
Russian assault on Mykolaiv and Kryvyi Rih that occurs 
simultaneously with the battle for Donbas would divide 
Russian efforts and resources on the Southern Axis in a 
manner reminiscent of the initial failed Russian invasion 
plan. See map to the right. 

Supporting Effort #3—Sumy and Northeastern Ukraine - There were no significant activities on this axis in the 
past 24 hours. 

Immediate items to watch 

• Russian attacks from Izyum will likely be at least temporarily disrupted by the attack on the Russian command 
post in the area. 

• Russian forces will likely attempt to starve out the remaining defenders of the Azovstal Steel Plant in Mariupol. 

• Russian forces may be preparing to conduct renewed offensive operations to capture the entirety of Kherson 
Oblast in the coming days. 

• Russian forces may be preparing to attempt an operation to seize Odesa from the east and west, although the 
success of such an operation is very unlikely. 
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How the 'jack-in-the-box' flaw dooms some Russian tanks – In a previous Update we spoke about the utter 
destruction being wrought on Russian tanks. Turrets are completely blown off, tracks and hulls are blown off and apart 
and tank operators incinerated inside. This is attributable to anti-tank missiles fired by Ukrainian forces locking on to a 
vehicle, veering skyward and then descending upon the tank to strike 
through the upper turret, enter the hull and detonate whatever 
ammunition is within the vehicle. Following are further details as covered 
in current press releases. 

The fault is related to the way many Russian tanks, including the T-72 hold 
and load ammunition. In these tanks, shells are all located in a ring within 
the turret. When an enemy shot hits the right spot, the ring of 
ammunition quickly "cooks off" igniting a chain reaction, blasting the 
turret off the tank's hull in a lethal blow.  

"For a Russian crew, if the ammo storage compartment is hit, everyone is 
dead," said Robert E. Hamilton, a professor at the U.S. Army War College, 
adding that the force of the explosion can "instantaneously vaporize" the 
crew. "All those rounds - around 40 depending on if they're carrying a full 
load or not - are all going to cook off, and everyone is going to be dead." 

"What we are witnessing now is Ukrainians taking advantage of this flaw," 
said Samuel Bendett, an adviser at the Center for Naval Analyses.  

Ukraine has also been using Russian-made T-72 variants, which face the 
same issue. But Russia's invasion has relied on the large-scale deployment 
of tanks, and Ukraine has been able to fight back better than expected. 

The flaw speaks to a broader difference in approaches between Western 
militaries and Russia's, analysts say. "American tanks for a long time have 
prioritized crew survivability in a way that Russian tanks just haven't," said Hamilton. "It's really just a difference in the 
design of the ammo storage compartment and a difference in prioritization." 

Ammunition in most Western tanks is kept under the turret floor, protected by the heavy hull - or in the back of the 
turret, said Hamilton. While a turret-placed ammunition storage compartment is potentially vulnerable to a hit, built-in 
features can prevent the same level of decapitating devastation seen in the case of the T-72. 

Even the early versions of the American M1 Abrams tanks in the 1980s were fitted with tough blast doors separating 
the crew inside from the stored ammunition. These tanks have a crew of four, including a loader who opens the ballistic 
door manually. These were designed to be stronger than the top armor, so that if ammunition is cooked off, the 
explosion would be channeled upward through blowout panels, rather than into the crew compartment, Hamilton said. 

On the other hand, Russian tanks rely on mechanical automatic loaders, manned by a team of three. 

The design of Russian tanks prioritizes rate of fire, firepower, a low profile, speed and maneuverability versus overall 
survivability, said Hamilton. They tend to be lighter and simpler with thinner, less-advanced armor than Western tanks. 
The design vulnerability was probably "just cheaper and lighter," Hamilton said. 

 Newer Russian models have come out since the T-72, which was produced in the 1970s by the Soviet Union. One of 
them, the T-14 Armata, has been described as a sophisticated battlefield game-changer since it debuted at a 2015 
military parade. But the Armatas have not yet seen much use outside parades. Newer variants of the T-72 have come 
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with greater tank protections, Bendett said, but the prevailing principle has been the same: a three-person crew with a 
lower profile, and shells in a circle within the turret. 

For the U.S. military, Hamilton said, "if the tank is destroyed and the crew survives, you can make another tank more 
quickly than you can train another crew." 

For Russia, "the people are as expendable as the machine," he said. "The Russians have known about this for 31 years - 
you have to say they've just chosen not to deal with it." (NH Union Leader). 

Russian losses during the war – 3,313, of which: destroyed: 1,777, damaged: 58, abandoned: 266, captured: 1,210. 

• Tanks (595, of which destroyed: 308, damaged: 17, abandoned: 49, captured: 221) 

• Armoured Fighting Vehicles (319, of which destroyed: 152, damaged: 1, abandoned: 37, captured: 129) 

• Infantry Fighting Vehicles (648, of which destroyed: 387, damaged: 6, abandoned: 46, captured: 209) 

• Armoured Personnel Carriers (103, of which destroyed: 35, damaged: 2, abandoned: 14, captured: 52) 

• Mine-Resistant Ambush Protected (MRAP) Vehicles (25, of which destroyed: 13, damaged: 1, abandoned: 3, 
captured: 8) 

• Infantry Mobility Vehicles (101, of which destroyed: 62, damaged: 2, abandoned: 5, captured: 32) 

• Command Posts And Communications Stations (71, of which destroyed: 32, abandoned: 8, captured: 31) 

• Engineering Vehicles And Equipment (126, of which destroyed: 40, abandoned: 15, captured: 66) 

• Heavy Mortars (12, of which destroyed: 4, captured: 8) 

• Towed Artillery (59, of which destroyed: 12, damaged: 4, abandoned: 5, captured: 38) 

• Self-Propelled Artillery (103, of which destroyed: 43, damaged: 2, abandoned: 16, captured: 41) 

• Multiple Rocket Launchers (63, of which destroyed: 29, abandoned: 5, captured: 29) 

• Anti-Aircraft Guns (4, of which captured: 4) 

• Surface-To-Air Missile Systems (54, of which destroyed: 26, damaged: 1, abandoned: 7, captured: 20) 

• Radars (10, of which destroyed: 4, captured: 6) 

• Jammers And Deception Systems (8, of which destroyed: 4, damaged: 2, captured: 2) 

• Aircraft (26, of which destroyed: 25, damaged: 1) 

• Helicopters (39, of which destroyed: 36, damaged: 1, abandoned: 1, captured: 1) 

• Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (49, of which destroyed: 31, captured: 18) 

• Naval Ships (4, of which destroyed: 2, damaged: 2) 

• Logistics Trains (2, of which destroyed: 2) 

• Trucks, Vehicles and Jeeps (878, of which destroyed: 540, damaged: 18, abandoned: 63, captured: 257) 

Ukraine - 952, of which: destroyed: 446, damaged: 22, abandoned: 35, captured: 449 

• Tanks (144, of which destroyed: 62, damaged: 1, abandoned: 8, captured: 73) 

• Armoured Fighting Vehicles (87, of which destroyed: 33, abandoned: 4, captured: 51) 

• Infantry Fighting Vehicles (105, of which destroyed: 52, damaged: 3, abandoned: 9, captured: 41) 

• Armoured Personnel Carriers (57, of which destroyed: 14, damaged: 1, abandoned: 3, captured: 39) 

• Infantry Mobility Vehicles (83, of which destroyed: 26, damaged: 1, abandoned: 1, captured: 55) 

• Engineering Vehicles (12, of which destroyed: 2, captured: 10) 

• Towed Artillery (26, of which destroyed: 8, damaged: 3, abandoned: 3, captured: 12) 

• Self-Propelled Artillery (27, of which destroyed: 10, damaged: 4, abandoned: 1, captured: 12) 

• Multiple Rocket Launchers (16, of which destroyed: 11, captured: 5) 

• Anti-Aircraft Guns (2, of which captured: 2) 

• Surface-To-Air Missile Systems (42, of which destroyed: 35, abandoned: 1, captured: 6) 

• Radars And Communications Equipment (18, of which destroyed: 9, damaged: 3, abandoned: 1, captured: 5) 
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• Aircraft (20, of which destroyed: 19, damaged: 1) 

• Helicopters (5, of which destroyed: 4, captured: 1) 

• Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (20, of which destroyed: 18, captured: 2) 

• Naval Ships (17, of which destroyed: 4, captured: 13) 

• Trucks, Vehicles and Jeeps (269, of which destroyed: 127, damaged: 5, abandoned: 5, captured: 132) 

Source – Oryxspionkop. 

‘Cheap Chinese tyres bought by corrupt officials’ may be to blame for Russian trucks and armoured vehicles 
getting stuck in the mud in Ukraine. 

Corrupt Russian officers may have saved cash on tyres for their trucks and 
armoured vehicles by opting for cheap Chinese alternatives. With Russian 
vehicles and armoured trucks getting stuck in the mud when veering off road, 
officials in the West are pointing to Chinese exports as a key factor behind 
the stalled invasion of Ukraine. 

The poor quality of the tyres has meant Russian vehicles often get mired in 
difficult terrain, slowing the military advance of Putin's forces as the weather 
turns wetter.  

NATO vehicles use Michelin XZL tyres, but Chinese businesses often copy the 
intellectual property of Western companies to produce cheaper copies in 
greater quantities. 

'Russian generals are notoriously corrupt. Russia has a defense budget of 
around £60billion a year, but much of that budget is siphoned off at various 
levels,' an intelligence source told the New Zealand Times. 

'The impact of this is that the Russians are forced to buy cheap tires to fit on 
expensive armored vehicles, and they just don’t work.' China's version of the 
tire is the Yellow Sea YS20, of significantly poorer quality, according to self-
described 'tyre expert' and University of Chicargo academic Karl Muth. 

A set of 50 Michelin XZL tyres retails on Alibaba at approximately $36,000, 
whereas 50 sets of the Chinese equivalent retails at around $208. 

Pictured to the right is a Russian Army Pantsir-S1 SAM stuck in the mud after its tyres burst. Leaving tyres in direct 
sunlight for months on end often causes them to rip, adding to the amount of abandoned vehicles Ukrainians have 
encountered in various parts of the country 

Loss of top Russian officers amid invasion unprecedented in modern history - Retired Adm. James Stavridis, 
former NATO supreme allied commander for Europe, claims that the Russian military’s “amazing incompetence” in 
Ukraine has resulted in a loss of generals and other top officers that is unprecedented in modern history. 

“In modern history, there is no situation comparable in terms of the deaths of generals. … Here, on the Russian side, in 
a two-month period, we’ve seen at least a dozen, if not more, Russian generals killed,” Stavridis told John Catsimatidis 
on WABC 770 AM in an interview that aired Sunday. 

For comparison, Stavridis cited recent American conflicts, saying that “not a single general was lost in actual combat” in 
the U.S. wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. 
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“It’s not just the generals being killed,” said Stavridis of the Russian military, additionally noting “their inability to 
conduct logistics,” “bad battle plan” and “loss of their flagship at sea.” 

“It’s been a bad performance by the Russians thus far,” Stavridis said. 

Putin 

Vladimir Putin has gravely miscalculated in Ukraine - The Russian president has achieved a lot since his forces 
invaded Ukraine, says DW's Miodrag Soric. It's just that it was the opposite of what he wanted. 

Russian President Vladimir Putin is running out of time. Will he be able to declare some sort of victory by May 9, the 
date that marks Russia's victory over the Nazis in 1945? Ukrainians, after all, are putting up fierce resistance in the face 
of Russia's aggression, defending their homes and families. 

Russia, by contrast, isn't showing such determination. The world has repeatedly seen that Russian forces are suffering 
from low morale and that its soldiers — some only just 18 or 19 years old — do not want to fight this war. They are not 
finding a fascist regime in Ukraine or a Russian-speaking minority waiting to be liberated. The Russians are being 
greeted with fierce resistance, not flowers. In fact, Ukrainians enjoy greater freedom at home than ordinary Russians in 
their country, where fear reigns, where media outlets lie and where authorities crack down on every sort of dissent. 

Living a lie - Russia's army has failed Putin. His propagandists will need to dream up some sort of victorious 
achievement in time for the May 9 parade, then disseminate this fabrication on state-controlled television. This, alas, is 
nothing new in Russia. It is, after all, the country of Grigory Potemkin. 

Every day the war drags on, the grimmer the lay of the land and the greater number of dead Russian soldiers. At the 
same time, Moscow's restaurants, cafes and bars are brimming with patrons drinking vodka and dancing. Life goes on. 

And there it is again — the collective schizophrenia that is standard for "homo sovieticus."' He lives and survives on lies, 
with fear of the secret service, with shame about his own cowardice. 

Many Russians continue to look away today, trying to suppress any knowledge of crimes committed in their name. One 
day, when the slaughter of their Ukrainian brothers and sisters can no longer be denied, they will claim not to have 
known, not to be responsible, and will try to get away with it all, just as they did after the collapse of the Soviet Union 
in 1991. 

Putin must further isolate his country and escalate the conflict for his own political survival. How great must his 
desperation be, if he now resorts to threats to use nuclear weapons? Conventional weapons have apparently not 
delivered the expected results. 

His actions are also leading the West toward independence from Russian energy imports within months, something it 
would never have done otherwise. 

Putin's conduct has convinced the majority of Germans, a population that usually prefers harmony, to approve of a 
tough stance toward the aggressor. They are willing to make sacrifices to ensure Ukraine maintains the upper hand. 
German lawmakers reluctant to send heavy weapons to Ukraine are under pressure. Left-wingers in the Social 
Democratic Party and the Green Party have given the go-ahead for billions of euros in defense spending to strengthen 
Germany's own armed forces. 

NATO reinvigorated - Within months, normally sleepy Germany has changed in ways it has not done in decades. It is 
tapping into its traditional talents: organizational prowess, industriousness and a willingness to make sacrifices. Other 
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European countries have reacted in a similar way. Finland and Sweden are considering joining NATO. And pacifist Japan 
has decided to boost its defensive capabilities in light of Russia's aggression. All this is thanks to Putin. 

Nobody is talking about a swift victory over Russia — on the contrary. NATO expects this confrontation to drag on for 
many years. Moscow must never be allowed to be so strong again, able to wage war on other nations. 

Russia must be forced to pay for Ukrainian postwar reconstruction, it must be made to withdraw its troops from 
Georgia and Moldova, and to leave Belarus. During the 1980s, the economically superior West used the arms race to 
bankrupt Russia. History is repeating itself. However, today's Russia is weaker than the Soviet Union was at the time. 
And the West is bigger, more united and more powerful than ever.  

No dissent - How did it come to this? Nobody in Russia who dares to contradict Putin. Even Soviet dictator Stalin was 
smarter. The Politburo feared him, but some of its members did warn him when he was wrong. Stalin was more down-
to-earth than Putin, choosing to sleep on a simple field bed. 

Putin, by contrast, enjoys a luxurious life in palaces and on superyachts. Stalin was careful, while Putin is a player. He 
does not understand the modern world. It's said that he doesn't use the internet on his own, nor does he know how to 
send e-mails. 

His conduct most resembles that of Russian Czar Ivan IV, also known as Ivan the Terrible, during the 16th century 
Livonian War. Russia lost that war, fighting numerous smaller powers, and descended into what would come to be 
known as the politically tumultuous "Smutnoye Vremya" or "Time of Troubles." 

So how long will Russia's war on Ukraine last? As long as Ukrainians are willing defend their homeland. And as for 
Western support for Ukraine, it's really only just beginning. 

Peace Talks 

Amid talk of World War III, diplomacy is losing steam - No ceasefire looks imminent as Russia continues its 
campaign in Ukraine’s south and east. After meeting Lavrov, Guterres admitted to reporters that it was “clear that 
there are two different positions on what is happening in Ukraine.” 

What is not happening is any substantive process towards a diplomatic solution. Lavrov said current prospects for a 
settlement were “dismal,” pinning the blame on Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky for a lack of sincerity in 
negotiations. 

The Ukrainians counter that Russian atrocities against their civilians make any prospect of territorial or political 
concessions impossible and that, with support from abroad, they are beating Russia on the ground. 

In a tweet, Ukrainian Foreign Minister Dymtro Kuleba responded to Lavrov’s doom-mongering over nuclear conflict. 
“Russia loses last hope to scare the world off supporting Ukraine,” he wrote. 

“Thus, the talk of a ‘real’ danger of WW III. This only means Moscow senses defeat in Ukraine.” An initial dialogue 
between the two sides hosted by Turkey looks to have borne little fruit. 

‘This war was started by Russians, it has to be ended by Russians’: Ambassador Markarova of Ukraine reiterated 

that Russia bears the responsibility for ending the war.  
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Nuclear 

The specter of nuclear catastrophe hangs over the war in Ukraine - according to Russia’s own top diplomat. 
Speaking on state television earlier this week, Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov warned NATO countries against 
sending armaments to Ukraine, suggesting that such support was “pouring oil on the fire” and increasing the risk of 
confrontation between nuclear powers. 

“Everyone is reciting incantations that in no case can we allow World War III,” Lavrov said, insisting that Russia in no 
way wanted to drift down the path of nuclear strife with what he dubbed the Western “proxy” forces battling Russian 
troops in Ukraine. But he added that the risk was “Serious. It is real.” 

Lavrov and Russian President Vladimir Putin are doing little to extinguish the fire they started. Two months ago, Russia 
embarked upon an unprovoked invasion of Ukraine that has now been bogged down into a bloody, sprawling conflict. 

On Tuesday in Moscow, Lavrov and Putin hosted UN secretary-general António Guterres, whose desperate entreaties 
for an immediate ceasefire and an “end” to the war “as soon as possible” appeared to make little impact. 

Sanctions 

Germany to Woo India With G-7 Invite in Push to Isolate Russia - German chancellor Olaf Scholz plans to invite 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi as special guest to a Group of Seven leaders’ summit next month as part of an effort to 

forge a broader international alliance against Russia. 

Some Indian companies quit Russia even as Delhi stays neutral on Ukraine war - India may have refused to 

budge from its neutral stand and has bought discounted oil from Russia since the war began in Ukraine. 

But a small handful of Indian companies with substantial exposure to Western markets have stopped doing business 

with Russia. 

Tata Steel announced last week it had "taken a conscious decision" to stop doing business with Russia. A company 

spokesman said the firm was sourcing "alternative supplies of raw materials" for its steel manufacturing sites in India, 

Britain and the Netherlands "to end its dependence on Russia". 

British luxury automotive brand Jaguar Land Rover, which is owned by India's Tata Motors, also suspended exports to 

Russia "due to trading challenges" in a move that was welcomed by the British government. 

Drone sanctions - Chinese drone manufacturer DJI Technology will suspend sales of drones to Ukraine and Russia in 

an attempt to ensure its products are not used in combat. 

NATO  

NATO fighter jets scrambled ‘multiple times’ this week in response to Russian aircraft – NATO fighter pilots 

took to the skies several times since Tuesday to track and head off Russian aircraft over the Black and Baltic seas, 

according to NATO. The Russian planes turned back after each encounter.  

“Russian military aircraft often do not transmit a transponder code indicating their position and altitude, do not file a 

flight plan, or do not communicate with air traffic controllers, posing a potential risk to civilian airliners,” NATO said in a 

statement on the flights. 
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Humanitarian 

Mariupol civilians leave besieged Azovstal steelworks - A group of about 20 civilians has left the Azovstal 

steelworks in Mariupol, the final part of the southern city still in the hands of Ukrainian troops. They are the first group 

to leave since Russian President Vladimir Putin ordered the vast industrial area sealed off last week. Talks are ongoing 

about freeing the reported 1,000 civilians still trapped inside. 

Containment 

Pelosi visits Zelenskyy in Kyiv - As fighting in Ukraine's east grew more entrenched and some 100 civilians were 

evacuated from a besieged steel plant in Mariupol, a delegation of congressional Democrats visited Kyiv in a sign of 

American commitment to Ukraine's efforts. 

The Democrats visited the Ukrainian capital Saturday, Pelosi revealed in a statement early Sunday. There, they met with 

Zelenskyy and other Ukrainian officials for three hours to discuss American support for the war, they said. 

Speaking to reporters Sunday in Poland, Pelosi praised Zelenskyy's courage and leadership. She told Zelenskyy 'Our 

commitment is to be there for you until the fight is done.' 

Impacts 

China is working to protect its overseas assets amid fears the US could impose Russia-style sanctions, 

reports say - China is reportedly taking steps to protect its overseas assets, amid fears the country could one day be 

subjected to sanctions similar to those imposed on Russia.  

The Russian invasion of Ukraine has provided tough lessons for China, which is itself involved in a long-running dispute 

with Taiwan. China has long rejected its neighbor's claims to sovereignty, fueling speculation it will one day invade and 

annex Taiwan entirely.  

The US and other Western nations have imposed sanctions against Russia in a bid to stop Putin's war in Ukraine. 

Sanctions include a SWIFT ban, a full blocking on large Russian financial institutions, measures targeting Russia's 

sovereign debt, and even sanctions against oligarchs and their families.  

According to the Financial Times, Chinese officials recently held an emergency meeting with domestic and foreign 

banks to discuss how the state might protect its assets, should it ever face similar penalties. 

China and Russia are working on a homegrown alternative to the SWIFT payment system – Russia's System for Transfer 

of Financial Messages, and China's Cross-Border Interbank Payment System.  

According to the South China Morning Post, China has $3.2 trillion in foreign reserves. The FT reported that senior 

regulators including Yi Huiman, chairman of the China Securities Regulatory Commission, and Xiao Gang, who head the 

CSRC from 2013 to 2016, asked bankers how they could protect their overseas assets. 

Putin's war creates schism in Russian Orthodox Church - Last weekend, at a special midnight service in a packed 

church in Udine, in northeast Italy, a priest led his flock of Ukrainian, Russian and Eastern European immigrants through 

their usual Orthodox Easter traditions. But recently, he's also accompanying them on a much less familiar path, sparked 

by the war in Ukraine. 

In March, this parish decided to split from its mother church in Moscow, joining instead the Istanbul-based Orthodox 

Church, whose leader has criticized the war – in stark contrast from the head of the Russian Orthodox Church. 
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"By separating from Moscow," Father Vladymir Melnichuk told "Sunday Morning," "we are adhering to the Christian 

vision of the world." 

There are roughly 100 million Russian Orthodox – the largest church within Orthodox Christianity. Their leader is 

Patriarch Kirill, who has framed Russia's invasion of Ukraine in holy terms. 

Putin has united the Russian Church, State and Business into one entity. 

Pope Francis says Mariupol ‘barbarously bombarded,’ implicitly criticizing Russia - 'I suffer and cry thinking of 

the suffering of the Ukrainian population, in particular the weakest, the elderly, the children,' Pope Francis says. 

Pope Francis on Sunday, May 1, described the war in Ukraine as a “macabre regression of humanity” that makes him 

“suffer and cry,” calling for humanitarian corridors to evacuate people trapped in the Mariupol steelworks. 

Speaking to thousands of people in St. Peter’s Square for his noon blessing, Francis again implicitly criticized Russia. 

In Roman Catholicism, the month of May is dedicated to Mary, the Mother of God. Francis asked for month-long 

prayers for peace in Ukraine. 

“My thoughts go immediately to the Ukrainian city of Mariupol, the city of Mary, barbarously bombarded and 

destroyed,” he said of the mostly Russian-controlled southeastern port city, which is named after Mary. 

Francis, 85, has not specifically mentioned Russia or its president, Vladimir Putin, since the start of the conflict on 

February 24, but he has left little doubt which side he has criticized, using terms such as unjustified aggression and 

invasion and lamenting atrocities against civilians.  

The “Second Schism”? 

Widening of conflict and war  

Serbia displays Chinese missiles amid concerns in Balkans - Serbia on Saturday publicly displayed a recently 

delivered Chinese anti-aircraft missile system, raising concerns in the West and among some of Serbia’s neighbors that 

an arms buildup in the Balkans could threaten fragile peace in the region. 

The sophisticated HQ-22 surface-to-air system was 

delivered last month by a dozen Chinese Air Force 

Y-20 transport planes in what was believed to be 

the largest-ever airlift delivery of Chinese arms to 

Europe. 

 Although Serbia officially seeks membership in 

the European Union, it has been arming itself 

mostly with Russian and Chinese weapons, 

including T-72 battle tanks, MiG-29 fighter jets, 

Mi-35 attack helicopters and drones. 

Back in 2020, U.S. officials warned Belgrade 

against purchasing HQ-22 missile systems, whose export version is known as FK-3. They said that if Serbia really wants 

to join the EU and other Western alliances, it must align its military equipment with Western standards. 
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The Chinese missile system has been widely compared to the American Patriot and the Russian S-300 surface-to-air 

missile systems although it has a shorter range than more advanced S-300s. Serbia is the first operator of the Chinese 

missiles in Europe. 

We covered delivery of these weapons systems in a previous War Update. 

Europe & Eurasia expert: “We should be deeply concerned with what happens next in Moldova” - Russia has 

maintained a force of between 1,000 and 2,000 troops since 1992 in the Transnistria region of Moldova, on the border 

with Ukraine. And now there are increased worries that Russia may use Transnistria to launch new attacks in Ukraine 

and Moldova. “What happens in Ukraine over the next several days, weeks, months, is going to have a direct impact on 

Moldova,” says the German Marshall Fund’s Jonathan Katz. 

Putin Preparing Russians for War With NATO - Recent threats made by Russian officials about retaliation against 

countries interfering in Ukraine may serve a dual purpose of warning off Western powers while also building favor 

among Russian citizens should a full conflict with NATO break out, according to experts. 

Russian President Vladimir Putin said during a Wednesday address that any countries who "create a strategic threat to 

Russia" during its war in Ukraine can expect "retaliatory strikes" that would be "lightning-fast." Days before, Russian 

Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov said in an interview that "NATO is essentially going to war with Russia through a proxy 

and arming that proxy." 

Various experts who spoke with Newsweek recently said Russian officials have increased the amount of threatening 

rhetoric as a way of stoking fear in NATO allies. Some experts also feel it's an effort to win over the hearts and minds of 

the Russian public. 

"All along, Russian domestic propaganda has emphasized that Russia is at war not with Ukraine, but with NATO and the 

West," Yuri Zhukov, an associate professor at the University of Michigan, told Newsweek. "Behind every Ukrainian 

military success, in this narrative, there is a NATO officer telling the Ukrainian where, when and whom to shoot." 

 


